The Split Domination In Arithmetic Graphs
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The concept of domination in graph theory was formalized by Berge 3 and Ore 4 and is strengthened by Haynes, Hedetniemi, and Slater 5, 6 who presented a survey article in the wide field of domination in graphs. Domination in graphs has been studied extensively and is an emerging area.

Abstract: A dominating set $D$ of a jump graph $J_{G}$ is a non-split dominating set of a jump graph if the induced subgraph $E_{J_{G}D}$ is connected. The non-split domination number $ns_{J_{G}}$ is the minimum cardinality of a non-split dominating set.

In this paper, many bounds of $ns_{J_{G}}$ are obtained, and its exact values for some standard graphs are found.

Abstract: The paper concentrates on the theory of domination in graphs. The split domination in graphs was introduced by Kulli and Janakirm 5. In this paper, we have investigated some properties of the split domination number of an arithmetic graph and obtained several interesting results. The split domination number $y_{8_{G}}$ is the minimum cardinality of a split dominating set $C$, and the corresponding set is called as set of $C$. It may be noted that the split dominating set cannot be defined for complete graphs and hence hereafter by a graph, we mean a non-complete connected simple graph with $p$ vertices and $q$ edges.

The split dominating set, the split domination number, and obtained several interesting results regarding the split domination number of some standard graphs. They have also obtained relations of split domination number with the other theoretic parameters written by Kulli and Janakiraman 9, amp 10, the inverse split and non-split domination in graphs written by Mr. N Karthikeyan M.S. S. Hema published on 2018 04 24 with reference data and
citations, the concept of domination in graphs with its many variations is now well studied in graph theory see 2 and 3 analogously a line dominating set $d \subseteq V(G)$ is a split line dominating set if the subgraph $V(G) - d$ is disconnected the minimum cardinality of vertices in such a set is called a split line domination number of $G$ and is, split domination in bipolar fuzzy graphs BFG also we investigate relationship between connected domination split domination strong split domination and non split domination in bipolar fuzzy graphs 2 preliminaries in this section we review some definitions that are necessary for this paper A Prasanna C Gurubaran and S Ismail, information processing letters 19 1984 37 40 North Holland dominating sets for split and bipartite graphs Alan A Bertossi Dipartimento di Informatica Universitdi Pisa I 56100 Pisa Italy communicated by L Boasson received November 1983 revised January 1984 26 July 1984 A dominating set of an undirected graph $G$ is a set $d$ of nodes such that every node of $G$ either is in $d$ or is adjacent to, split domination number of some special graphs 1S Maheswari and 2S Meenakshi 1Department of Mathematics Vels University Chennai 2Department of Mathematics Vels University Chennai Abstract the concept of split domination number was introduced by Kulli and Janakiram Let $G$ be a graph with vertex set $V$ and $S$ be the subset of vertex, keywords dominating set block graphs split block domination graphs 1 introduction in this paper all the graphs considered here are simple finite non trivial undirected and connected as usual and denote the number of vertices and edges of a graph in this paper for any undefined terms or notations can be found in, split block subdivision
domination in fuzzy graphs c v r harinarayanan1 and s geetha 2 1government arts college paramakudi tamilnadu india 2kings college of engineering punalkulam thanjavur tamilnadu india abstract let g be a fuzzy graph b g is a fuzzy block graph of g sb g is a subdivision fuzzy block graph of b g, the minimum cardinality of non split hop dominating set is called non split hop domination number of g and it is denoted by nshd g in this paper we found nshd number for some mirror graphs and cartesian product of two distinct paths, the split domination of these arithmetic graphs have been studied as it enables us to consrmct graphs with a dvivm split domination number in a very simple way we have obtained that the split domination number of the v graph is r l where m is a positive integer and m ptal pla2 pra is the canonical representation, title split domination independence and irredundance in graphs authors stephen hedetniemi fiona knoll renu laskar submitted on 6 may 2016 v1 last revised 16 may 2016 this version v2, in this paper we study the split edge domination number of a graph characterizing the problem for certain class of graphs 2 split edge domination number of a graph de nition 2 1 a set f e g is said to be split edge dominating set if f is an edge dominating set and induced subgraph he fiis disconnected the minimum, this cited by count includes citations to the following articles in scholar the split domination number of a graph vr kulli b janakiram graph theory notes of new york 32 3 16 19 1997 77 complementary edge domination in graphs vr kulli nd soner indian journal of pure and applied mathematics 28 7 917 920 1997 36, motivated by the study of domination and split domination we define
a new parameter on domination called the annihilator dominating set and annihilator dominating number and we have investigated some properties of the annihilator domination number of some standard graphs and arithmetic graphs, results theorem 1 for any connected graph then 1 proof for any non trivial connected graph g the block graph in which each block is complete suppose then by the definition of split domination the split domination set does not exists, atapour et al discret appl math 155 17001707 2007 posed an open problem prove or disprove let g be a connected graph with no isolated vertices then 1 sd dd g 2 in this paper we disprove the problem by constructing some connected graphs with no isolated vertices and double domination subdivision number three, graphs domination number non split domination number 1 introduction the graph considered here are finite undirected non trivial and connected without loops and multiple edges a set d v j g is a dominating set of jump graph if every vertex not in d is adjacent to a vertex d the domination number of the jump graph j g the dominating, k ameenal bibi p rajakumari the split domination inverse domination and equitable domination in the middle and the central graphs of the path and the cycle graphs international journal of mathematics trends and technology ijmtt v49 3 168 173 september 2017 issn 2231 5373 www ijmttjournal org published by seventh sense research group, domination number of a graph the journal of pure and applied math 31 5 pp545 550 2000 6 kulli v r and janakiram b the split domination number of a graph graph theory notes of new york new york academy of sciences xxxii pp16 19, results theorem 1 for any connected graph so
then let 1 proof for any non trivial connected graph $g$ the block graph in which each block is complete suppose so then by the definition of split domination the split domination set does not exists hence so we consider the following cases case 1 assume is a tree, first we have constructed a bound for a non split domination number of a subdivision graph $s_g$ of some particular classes of graph in terms of vertices and edges of a graph $g$ then we discuss whether these particular classes of subdivision graph $s_g$ are ns critical or not with respect to vertex removal and edge addition keywords domination, arithmetic graph $vm$ with its vertex set as the set of all important definitions devisors of $m$ except 1 and defining the adjancey property of the arithmetic graph suitably 1 1 dominating set a subset $d$ of $v$ is said to be a dominating set of $g$ if every vertex in is adjacent to the split domination of these arithmetic graphs have been a, the non split domination number $ns_g$ is the minimum cardinality of a non split domination set the purpose of this paper is to initiate the investigation of those graphs which are critical in the following sense a graph $g$ is called vertex domination critical if $g-v \lt g$ for every vertex $v$ in $g$, domination in graphs jennifer m tarr abstract vizing conjectured in 1963 that the domination number of the cartesian product of two graphs is at least the product of their domination numbers this remains one of the biggest open problems in the study of domination in graphs several partial results have been proven but the conjecture has, the split domination of these arithmetic graphs have been studied as it enables us to construct graphs with a given split domination number in a very simple way we have
obtained an upper bound for the split domination number of the $\nu m$ graph as $r_1$ where $m$ is a positive integer and is the canonical representation where are distinct primes and, the strong split domination number $ss_g$ of $g$ is the minimum fuzzy cardinality of a strong split dominating set in this paper we study a strong split dominating sets of fuzzy graphs and investigate the relationship of $ss_g$ or $ss$ with other known parameter of $g$.